Nancy Cartwright has voiced this Simpson since 1989 - Cowabunga!
Pierce Brosnan, Liam Neeson and Tom Hanks have each narrated an __ film
"The Emperor's New Groove" featured David __ and John Goodman
Robbie __ is the voice of Beast in Disney's "Beauty and the Beast"
Tom __ narrated the IMAX movie "Space"
Action star Vin __ was the voice of The Iron Giant
Ray Romano was a mammoth and Denis Leary a saber-toothed tiger in __ __
Eddie __ voiced Donkey and Mushu
Donny __ was the singing voice of Shang in Disney's "Mulan"
Ewan McGregor, Robin Williams and Amanda Bynes 2005 movie
Robin Williams voiced the outrageous Genie in this 1992 movie __ __ was the voice of Yoda
In "Look Who's __." Bruce Willis voices baby Mikey
In 2003's "Sinbad", the main character was voiced by __ __
In "James and the Giant Peach", Centipede was voiced by Richard __
The "Road to ____" featured the voices of Kevin Kline and Kenneth Branagh
He was the voice of Bugs, Daffy, Sylvester and Woody, among many others
In Shrek, Mike Meyers asked to re-record his lines with a __ accent
Tom Hanks and Tim Allen took us "To infinity and beyond" in __ __
Ben Stiller, Chris Rock and David Schwimmer in "__"
In "The __ Journey" Michael J. Fox and Sally Field voiced a dog and a cat
Mel Gibson voiced John Smith in this Disney cartoon
He was the original voice of Mickey Mouse
Sean Connery voiced a dragon in this 1996 movie
Albert Brooks and Ellen DeGeneres voiced the main characters in "__ __
John Goodman and Billy Crystal voiced the main characters in "__ __
James Earl Jones was the voice of Mufasa in "__ __
Dan __ is Homer Simpson - and Krusty and Barney and Mayor Quimby...